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The Atacama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA)
Introduction
Modern observational astronomy implies collecting data from every possible portion of the
full electromagnetic spectrum. Complex and sophisticated instruments – some quite
different from classical optical telescopes – are continuously surveying the sky, either from
ground or space, just to sporadically find new valuable pieces to add to the big puzzle of
universal astronomical knowledge.
Given its exceptional potentiality in the field of radio astronomy, the Atacama
Large Millimetre/submillimetre Array (ALMA) project, already under construction, will be
one of such puzzle-piece collectors of the next decade – likely, the main one. Moreover,
the scientific community is plenty confident that ALMA will be at the cutting edge of
observational cosmology for at least thirty years after his first light.
This essay is a non-specialized presentation about such technological wonder. It
begins with a succinct description of the key elements of ALMA design, followed by the
analysis of the intrinsic difficulties that putting such design into practice poses. Next, the
current state of the project is briefly presented, ending with a fair description about those
particular scientific topics expected to largely benefit from ALMA outcomes.

The key elements of the ALMA design
ALMA is an international world-class radio telescope array project, basically funded by
European, Japanese, and North American scientific agencies. Since 2003 it is already under
construction in northern Chile, expected to become incrementally operational from 2010,
to fully completed in 2012 [1]. It is located in the very dry Atacama Desert , quite near the
Tropic of Capricorn on a high-altitude (5,000 m elevation), which presents excellent
transparency over atmospheric windows in the millimeter/submillimeter wavebands 1 [3].
Such wavebands are especially important in astronomy, since they contain “more
than 1,000 radio spectral lines of interstellar and circumstellar molecules, as well as [in
exclusivity] the thermal continuum spectrum of cold dust in space” [4].
In particular, the ALMA instrument has been designed to operate in the wavelength
band from 0.3 to 9.6 mm. According to Wien’s law2 , such wavelength range corresponds to
thermal radiation from objects at temperatures from 10K down to just only 0.3K. Hence,
ALMA will enable “transformational research into the physics of the cold Universe,
1

The atmospheric transparency over such wide radio range, even at ALMA’s high altitude, is not constant at
all. On the contrary, there are several narrow millimetrer and submillimeter gaps where zenith transmission
becomes severely reduced, making futile the attempt to receive signals at such particular wavelengths [2].
2
The wavelength of maximum emission of a blackbody is inversely proportional to its temperature (T),
becoming equal to 0.0029 / T meters, when T is in kelvins.
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regions that are optically dark but shine brightly in the millimeter portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum” [5].
Three well-defined observing challenges have been used to specify the primary
technical capabilities that the ALMA instrument should comply (an ‘official’ table
containing all detailed requirements is included in the Appendix):
Ø To detect spectral line emission from a normal galaxy like the Milky Way, “at a
redshift of z = 3 3, in less than 24 hours of measurement4 ” [7]. At such exceptional
large distances, the most obvious line candidates for attempting that technological
feat are the rotational spectral lines of the carbon monoxide molecule, atomic and
ionized carbon [8].
Ø To image the kinematics of gas in protostars and protoplanetary disks around young
Sun-like stars at a distance of 500 light years [9].
Ø To provide high-fidelity precise images (“being able to represent, within the noise
level, the sky brightness at all points where the brightness is greater than 0.1% of
the peak image brightness” [10]) at an angular resolution better than 0.1 arcsec.
For those goals to be reached, ALMA will operate by means of a main
reconfigurable array of up to 645 12-m diameter antennas, whose baseline layout will vary
from 150 m up to 14.5 km [13]. Given that resolution 6 becomes inversely proportional to
the baseline length, just by changing the diameter of the arrays it will be possible to affect
the fine detail seen by the telescope. In particular, ALMA could achieve angular
resolutions as fine as 0.005 arcsec – ten times better than the Hubble Space Telescope – if
working at the highest planned frequency and largest configuration [15].
Besides the main reconfigurable array, the ALMA facility also will include a
“compact” second array, named as the Atacama Compact Array (ACA). It will be
comprised of a total of 16 antennas (4 of 12-m, and 12 of 7-m diameters) operating in
closely-packed configurations about 50 m in full diameter [16]. Figure 1 shows a simulated
picture representing the two sibling arrays.
A very basic block diagram of the ALMA instrument is presented in Figure 2. At
the Cassegrain focus of each mobile antenna there will be placed a ‘coherent’ detector –
that is, a receiver that strictly preserves the spectral information. In order to minimize
signal losses, such ‘heterodyne’ receivers convert the incoming radiation to a much lower
intermediate frequency (IF), by means of a common local oscillator (LO) signal distributed
to all antennas [17].
3

A large (cosmological) redshift value of z, plus one, is a measure of how much the universe has expanded
between the time the considered light was emitted by the object in question, and the time the light reaches us.
Thus, a redshift of z = 3 means that the universe is now four times larger than when the light was emitted, or
in other words, that the object’s present distance should be four times further away than when its now
received light was actually emitted. Indeed, a galaxy with z = 3 represents an incredible distant galaxy!
4 The sensitivity of the instrument increases proportional to the square root of the observation time [6].
5
64 was the original antenna number of the main array number, but budget restriction in 2006 reduced it to
50. However, many astronomers are still confident that the definitive number will be again 64 [11, 12].
6 Diffraction makes resolution proportional to
λ / B , where λ is the wavelength of the observation, and B is
the baseline length. ALMA’s angular resolution (in arcsec) will be 0.2 times λ (mm) / B (km) [14].
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Fig 1
Simulation of the ALMA’s whole facility. At center/left, the main 64-antenna movable
array (at the bottom center, one antenna appears placed on the “antenna transporter”
on its way to a new location); at bottom right, the 16-antenna compact (ACA) array.

The

Fig 2
A very elemental block diagram of the ALMA instrument. At left appears the array, comprised
of all the antennas and receivers (“front-end”), at center the fiber optics connections, and at
right the AOS Technical Building housing all the common processing machines (“back-end”).
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The shown block diagram as overseen that each receiver cartridge will actually
include two identical receivers, in order to allow the proper measurement of the complete
polarization state of incoming signals [18]. Besides frequency conversion, receivers will
also amplify and digitize IF signals, making use of superconducting mixers7 – operating at
minus 269° C – to provide the lowest possible receiver noise contribution8 [21].
Among the full operational wavelength range, the receivers will initially work at
seven wavelength bands, although the design and infrastructure of ALMA will eventually
allow working at up to ten different receiving bands [22] – those matching the favourable
atmospheric windows, as shown in Figure 3.

Fig 3
The atmospheric transmission profile at the ALMA location, and the correspondingly defined
ten receiving bands of operation (although bands #1, #2, and #5 are still pending of funds).

The data transmission from each receiver to the AOS-TB control building (named
after the Array Operations Site Technical Building) will be made via a complex optical
fiber network – each fiber not longer than 10 km [23].
Two very specialized digital signal processors, called correlators, will be in charge
of properly combining the information supplied by the antennas from the two arrays (each
array can operate independently or combined in just one). Therefore, each correlator will
produce a set of complex correlation coefficients (fringe amplitude and phase) as a
function of the used baseline and frequency. Finally, by applying Fourier inversion to the
correlation data, a fantastic outcome will materialize – a high resolution image of the
angular distribution of the radio emission from the observed astronomical source, and/or
multiple spectral channels for each of the baselines correlated [24].
7

A new technology based on Superconductor-Isolator-Superconductor (SIS) junctions [19].
The lower the receiver noise, the better the system performance, as the time taken to reach a given
sensitivity is inversely proportional to the square of the system temperature (which not only includes the
receiver noise temperature but also the antenna temperature – signal, atmosphere, & antenna losses) [20].
8
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Technological challenges
The ultra sophisticated ALMA project poses a lot of ‘assorted’ difficulties of very different
nature – to name just a few, from the aggressive and desolate environment where state-ofthe-art technology will have to flawlessly operate, to the large amount of behemoth dishes
to be frequently moved, to the tremendous volume of data to be continuously processed.
The mobile, fully steerable, 12-m antennas will have to comply hard specifications
in required pointing, surface accuracy, and path length error, besides high performance
when fully exposed to large thermal variations and wind gusts. In order to permit a
convenient reconfiguration among five possible ALMA array options, they will be moving
among 186 prepared antenna locations 9 [25].
To improve performance, especially when operating at the highest resolutions,
corrections of the atmospheric phase distortion caused by fluctuations in the amount of
water vapor – measured at every antenna – will have to be continuously executed [26].
The amount of data to handle and reduce will be incredible large. The IF bandwidth
to transmit from each antenna to the correlators will be 16 GHz (8 GHz per each
polarization), implying a continuous data rate of 120 Gb/s. At the back-end, the astounding
required signal processing capacity will be 1.6 x 1016 operations per second [27].
Last, but certainly not least, the instrument is going to operate in a desert, quite
distant – about 150 km – from the nearest town provided with public services (like water,
gas, electrical power); even daily supplies (like food) are going to be a usual concern.

Progress to date
At the time of this writing (August 2007), the status of ALMA development is:
Ø

Site: the construction of both the AOS-TB (at 5,000 m,) and the lower-altitude
(2,900 m), 24-km distant OSF data archive building – named after the Operations
Support Facilities – are significantly advanced (up to respectively 80% and 50%),
while the road between them has been completely paved [28].

Ø

Antennas: three different models have been approved and are under production,
while the two huge transporters especially designed to move them have been
finished and are on their way to the site [29].

Ø

Receivers, correlators and electronics: already under construction, expected to be
completed, tested, and delivered to their site by next year’s last quarter [30].

The estimated cost for the overall ALMA project is approximately one billion dollars [31].

9

Each location having a proper concrete foundation, plus provision for electrical power and corresponding
fiber-optic based data communication.
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New science goals
The remarkable versatility of the ALMA instrument will allow astronomers to undertake
observational researches about quite different phenomena, at any conceivable scale – from
as near as within the Solar System up to the confines of the whole Universe. It will be the
perfect complement to other first-class facilities projected to operate at shorter wavelengths
in the next decade [32].
In particular, with ALMA it will be possible to:
Ø Investigate the origins of galaxies in the early universe with unprecedented high
spatial resolution, by means of imaging the redshifted dust continuum emission
from evolving galaxies “at epochs of formation as early as z = 10”10 [34].
Ø Make possible ‘blind’ surveys in order to establish the star-forming history of the
universe, without the uncertainties inherent in optical and ultraviolet studies caused
by dust extinction, just by using the emission from CO to measure everywhere the
redshift of star-forming galaxies [35].
Ø “Reveal the kinematics of obscured active galactic nuclei and quasars on spatial
scales of 10-100 pc, and test unification models of Seyfert galaxies11 ” [36], by dint
of exploring the cold dust and molecular gas in nearby galaxies.
Ø Unveil the tidal, magnetic, and turbulent processes that make stellar birth and death
far more extreme at the center of our galaxy than in our local solar neighbourhood,
once images from the “dusty” galactic center show its complex dynamics [37].
Ø Reveal the fine details of stellar and planetary formation processes, by means of
tracing their complete evolution, from the very initial gravitational collapse, to the
formation of accretion disks and jets, to sweeping gaps in circumstellar and debris
disks, up to final stage of consolidated main sequence stars [38].
Ø Uncover the full formation process of complex organic molecules, by exploring the
chemical composition of the molecular gas surrounding young stars [39].
Ø Resolve the crucial isotopic and chemical gradients within circumstellar shells and
envelopes of evolved stars, novae, and supernovae, which reflect the actual
chronology of the invisible stellar nuclear processing, just by means of imaging the
formation of molecules and dust grains at such environments [40].
Ø Refine dynamical and chemical models of the atmospheres of planets, and of potentially all kind of small objects of the Solar System, by virtue of its exceptional
imaging capability [41].

10

The greater the redshift, the larger we are looking back into the past. Just to put this number in perspective,
the most distant (and therefore oldest) known object have z = 6.4, which already means a recession velocity
of over 0.96 times the speed of light! [33].
11 Seyferts galaxies are (usually) spirals with a very bright nucleus whose spectrum exhibits emission lines.
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Conclusions
The remarkable ALMA project, expected to become fully operational in five more years,
will provide astronomers with a general purpose radio telescope aptly to study sub- and
millimeter-wavelength emissions. It will detect/image/analyze multiple kind of sources,
from early universe to nearby star forming regions, from very cold dust clouds to small
objects of the Solar System.
No other astronomical instrument, either existing or already under construction, can
reach such a wide combination of angular resolution, sensitivity and frequency coverage as
ALMA will certainly do. This potentiality will put ALMA at the cutting edge of
observational research, right at the very core of 21st-century astronomy. Not in vain, such
is precisely the meaning of ‘alma’ in the spoken language at ALMA’s site – Spanish.
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Appendix

Scientific “Specifications and Requirements” of the ALMA Project
by Alwyn Wooten and Thomas Wilson (May 26, 2005)

extracted from ALMA’s official webpage at
http://www.cv.nrao.edu/~awootten/mmaimcal/2005-05-26ALMA-90.00.00.00-001-ASPE.pdf
(Photographic copy of pages # 17 to # 21)

(Copy of page # 17, it continues in next page)
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(Copy of page # 18, it continues in next page)
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